Introduction: Colorectal cancer (CRC) is a type of cancer in humans that leads to high mortality and morbidity. CD166 and CD326 are immunoglobulins that are associated with cell migration. These molecules are included in tumorigenesis of CRC and serve a great marker of CRC stem cells. In the present study, we devised a novel chimeric protein including the V 1 -domain of the CD166 and two epitopes of CD326 to use in diagnostic or therapeutic applications. Methods: In silico techniques were launched to characterize the properties and structure of the protein. We have predicted physicochemical properties, structures, stability, MHC class I binding properties and ligand-receptor interaction of this chimeric protein by means of computational bioinformatics tools and servers. The sequence of chimeric gene was optimized for expression in prokaryotic host using online tools and cloned into pET-28a plasmid. The recombinant pET28a was transformed into the E. coli BL21DE3. Expression of recombinant protein was examined by SDS-PAGE and Western blotting. Results: The designed chimeric protein retained high stability and the same immunogenicity as of the original proteins. Bioinformatics data indicated that the epitopes of the synthetic chimeric protein might induce B-cell-and T-cell-mediated immune responses. Furthermore, a gene was synthesized using the codon bias of a prokaryotic expression system. This synthetic gene expressed a bacterial expression system. The recombinant protein with molecular weights of 27kDa was expressed and confirmed by anti-his Western blot analysis. Conclusion: The designed recombinant protein may be useful as a CRC diagnostic tool and for developing a protective vaccine against CRC.
Introduction
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is a prevalent type of cancer that leads to high mortality and morbidity worldwide. 1 In the United States, CRC is the fourth most frequent types of cancer, leading to 8.0% of the total new diagnosed cancer cases. 2 Furthermore, according to the statistics from the National Cancer Institute, about 35.6% of the people suffering from CRC died between 2009-2015 (https://seer.cancer.gov/statfacts/html/colorect. html). CRC is treatable if detected/diagnosed early. However, only 20-25% of patients with metastatic disease are diagnosed at early stages and are treated palliatively. 3 Hence, a rapid diagnostic of CRC is urgently required. CD166 and CD326 have been frequently found to be overexpressed in tumor cells. Both of these molecules have been projected as the potential targets for diagnostics and therapy of CRC. [4] [5] [6] CD166, the Activator Leukocyte Cell Adhesion Molecule (ALCAM), is a member of the immunoglobulin superfamily. This molecule is a vital factor not only for cell survival, motility, and cell growth but also for invasion during tumor progression and metastases. 7, 8 CD166 is a glycoprotein that was initially discovered as an MHC-I for the cell surface receptor of T lymphocyte (CD6). 9 It contributes to 1) heterotypic adhesion to the lymphocyte cell-surface receptor (CD6) 10 and 2) homotypic adhesion. This involves five extracellular immunoglobulin domains (VVC2C2C2). Based on the functional mapping analyses, the V domain in the extracellular region of CD166 is essential for both types of cell-cell adhesion. 11 The V domain is identified as the main MHC-I binding domain at the N-terminal immunoglobulin domain. It is comprised of two parts as V1 and V2 with 93 and 110amino acids length, respectively. 12, 13 Also, CD166 has been reported as an appropriate marker for CRC. 14 CD326 is a member of a subgroup of transmembrane glycoproteins in the immunoglobulin superfamily and is also known as the epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM). 15 CD326 is expressed at low levels in the healthy epithelial cells but highly expressed in the cancerous epithelial cells such as CRC cells, where it preforms essential functions like an epithelial-specific intracellular cell-adhesion activity. 16 However, recently, it has been shown that its role is not only limited to cell adhesion but is also involved in cell migration, proliferation, differentiation, and cellular signaling. 17 Furthermore, CD326 expression has been associated with CRC carcinogenesis, and its expression might be a beneficial biomarker for the clinical diagnosis of CRC. 6 This suggests that CD326 could be a potential target for the immunotherapeutic treatment of CRC. 18 Furthermore, CD326 has three antibody-binding sites, two of which are linked to the second CD326 extracellular domain and the other can detect the cytoplasmic tail of the protein for binding. Monoclonal antibody MOC31 identifies extracellular motifs between amino acids 27 to 59. In comparison, the 311-1K2 monoclonal antibody detects the extracellular region between amino acids 143 to 164. 16 Recently, there has been a focus on CD166 and CD326 as target molecules for the treatment of CRC that incorporate vaccine candidates including monoclonal antibodies, antibody fragment-targeted tumor necrosis factor-related apoptosis-inducing MHC1 (TRAIL) fusion protein, and toxin-conjugated antibody fragments.
The advancement in immune-informatics has made possible the "in silico" design of new molecules and predicting its functionality. This strategy helps in shortlisting better molecules before testing in vitro or in vivo conditions. Various research groups have designed diverse in silico molecules using the immune-informatics approach. [18] [19] [20] In the present study, we use in silico techniques for designing, optimizing the expression in a suitable host, and predicting physical, chemical, structural properties, and stability. Next, we identified MHC class 1 binding and T cell epitopes to allow the acceleration of the strong antigenic and immune responses. Finally, we investigated the ligand-receptor interaction.
An unguided experiment, which had searched for antigenic and immunogenic regions, was laborious and resource-intensive. The computational approaches could speed up the process and simplify the evaluation process to a great extent. In the end, we synthesized the codon-optimized gene and cloned and expressed this engineered chimeric protein. Hence, the novel chimeric protein was determined as a candidate for cancer immunotherapy. It could rapidly be identified in silico and subjected to in vitro and in vivo confirmatory reports.
Materials and Methods

Schematic Representation of the Workflow
We generated a systematic workflow ( Figure 1 ) for the design of the chimeric protein of the V 1 -domain of the CD166 and two epitopes of CD326.
Protein Selection and Design
We regained the sequence of CD326 (Gene ID: 4072) and the V 1 domain of CD166 (Gene ID: 214) from the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI: www.ncbi. nlm.nih.gov).
To design a chimeric protein containing the V 1 domain of CD166 and epitopes from CD326, we selected the amino acids from 23 to 74 (detected by antibody MOC 31) and the amino acids from 117 to 167 (identified by antibody 311-1K2) from the CD326 protein; and the amino acids 28 to 120 of the CD166 protein in the V 1 domain were selected. These fragments were linked together via a general rigid linker (EAAAK).
The Secondary and Tertiary Structures of the Engineered Chimeric Protein
The tertiary structure of the chimeric protein was built using homology modeling. The modeling of the chimeric protein was done using advanced modeling based on multiple templates with Modeller9.20. 21 Since the chimeric protein possesses domains from two proteins (CD326 and CD166), the templates 4MZV A and 5A2F A were utilized to build the complete assembly of the chimeric protein using Modeller9.20. Finally, to evaluate the stereochemistry of the modeled protein, the PDB structure of the chimeric protein was submitted to the Procheck_NT, followed by using the Ramachandran plot for structural stability. 22 The solvent accessibility, alpha-helix, random coil, and beta sheets structures were analyzed using the Predict Protein server. 23 We used the Protparam server for predicting the stability and other physiochemical properties of the chimeric protein. 24 
Prediction of the Allergenic Protein
To predicting the allergenicity of the chimeric protein, the amino acid sequence of the chimeric protein was imported to the AlgPred software and SDAP database. 25 
Prediction of Antigenicity
We predicted the antigenic nature of the chimeric protein using the VaxiJen sever, which is based on the proteins' physical and chemical properties. 26 To differentiate between antigenic and non-antigenic proteins, a threshold of 0.5 was used.
Prediction of B-Cell Epitopes
The B cell epitope, both continuous and discontinuous, was predicted using the EliPro server using the modeled chimeric protein PDB structure as an input. 27 The scoring of the EliPro server ranges from 0 to 1 with a cut-off of 0.5. A score of less than 0.5 is considered as a non-epitope sequence, and a score of greater than 0.5 is considered as an epitope sequence.
Prediction of T-Cell Epitopes
CTLpred was utilized to predict cytotoxic T cell epitopes in the chimeric protein. Furthermore, the NetMHC 1 server was also used to predict the affinity for cytotoxic T cell epitopes with the predicted MHC I molecule. The CTLpred database predicts a maximum score of 1. A score of greater than 0.5 was considered as a CTL epitope.
Molecular Docking of Selected Epitope with MHC-I
In this study, two servers, namely the GalaxyPepDock and HPEPDOCK, were used for docking between the peptide and MHC class 1. 28 The GalaxyPepDock webserver is available without restrictions at http://galaxy.seoklab.org/pepdock. It works based on similarity-based docking by uncovering templates from the database of experimentally verified structures and building models operating energy-based optimization that permits structural flexibility. The HPEPDOCK is an innovative online server for investigating protein-peptide docking based on the hierarchical algorithm. The HPEPDOCK webserver is accessible at http://huanglab.phys.hust.edu.cn/hpep dock/. 
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Molecular Dynamics Simulation of Selected Epitopes with MHC-1
We used RMSD, RMSF, SASA, and gyration analysis in the molecular dynamics study. The simulated time was 100 ns. MD simulations were calculated operating the GROMACS ver. 5.1.2 software with the GROMOS 96, 54A7 force field. These simulations were achieved at constant pressure (1 atm) and temperature (300 K). The system was situated in the box (cubic box) with the SPC water model and dimensions of 90 * 90 * 90 A3.
Protein Solubility Prediction
The solubility of the chimeric protein and polarity of various residues were estimated by DSSP and further online programs such as VADAR (redpoll.-pharmacy.ualberta.ca/vadar/) and the PROSO II server (mips.helmholtzmuenchen. de/prosoII). 29 Moreover, the estimation nof the mean residue accessible surface area (ASA) in the chimeric protein was done using the NetSurfP server (www. cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetSurfP/). 30 
Optimization of the Synthetic Gene for Expression of the Recombinant Protein
The nucleotide sequence for the chimeric protein was codon-optimized for the bacterial expression system (Genscript, USA). Parameters such as frequency of optimal codon (FOP), codon adaptation index (CAI), and GC content were also analyzed. The secondary structure of mRNA was predicted for the chimeric gene by the Mfold Web-based server (mfold. rna.albany.edu) 31 and by the CentroidFold webserver (Sato et al 2009), both before and after codon optimization.
Hosts and Plasmids
Individually, we utilized Top10 and BL21DE3 E. coli strains as hosts for cloning and utilized Pet-28a expression for recombinant gene expression.
Sub-Cloning Recombinant Gene and Transformation of Recombinant Vector
Ultimately, we synthesized the optimized sequence and inserted it into the pBSK (+) vector. For amplifying the multi-epitope, E. coli TOP 10 was transformed via the pBSK (+) vector. The double digestion was done with NcoI and XhoI (Fermentas, Lithuania) after the plasmid elicitation (Fermentas, Lithuania). Also, the pET28a vector was digested with similar enzymes. Double digestion was completed at 37°C. We studied the digested fragments by agarose gel electrophoresis, and the pET28a vector and the recombinant gene parts were purified (Fermentas, Lithuania). Lastly, the ligation of the V 1 domain to the pET28a was done using the T4 DNA ligase (Fermentas, Lithuania). The capability of E. coli BL21 (DE3) host cells was assessed based on the calcium chloride approach. The XhoI and NcoI enzymes were utilized to validate the efficiency of the transformation via the double digestion of plasmid.
Analysis of Recombinant Gene Expression
About 20 μL of overnight pre-cultured transformed bacterial cells were inoculated to a 2 mL fresh LB medium (containing kanamycin (100 μg.mL-1)) and incubated for 2 h in an incubator shaker at 150 rpm (37°C) until reaching the optimized optical density. Next, 20 μL IPTG (100 μg.mL-1) was added to the medium to initiate protein expression, and incubation was performed in the shaker incubator for 6 h at 150 rpm and 37°C. The blend was centrifuged for 5 min at 5000 rpm and 4°C. The supernatant was disposed, and 60 μL urea (8 M) was added to the precipitate. The SDS-PAGES was used for validating the expression of the V1-domain. The mix of urea and the precipitated sample was solved in a 1x SDS-PAGE sample buffer. Eventually, the samples and protein molecules were loaded on the 15% SDS-PAGE and run with the 100v.
Chimeric Protein Purification
Due to the presence of histidine sequences in the selected protein, the Ni-NTA column was used for the purification of the chimeric protein. E.coli BL21 (DE3) containing the recombinant vector (pET28a:: V1-Moc31-311_1k2) was cultured in a volume of 1 liter and after reaching an OD600 = 0.5, was induced with IPTG to a final concentration of 0.5 mM overnight. After this, the bacteria were collected by centrifugation and their precipitate was lysed with 5 mL of lysis buffer using an ultrasound pulse of 2-4 for 15 seconds with 5/3 power. After centrifugation, the supernatant was applied to the Ni-NTA column and after washing with buffers containing 20 mM and 50 mM imidazole, the soluble chimeric protein was separated from the column in response to the buffer containing 300 mM imidazole, furthermore placed in a suspension buffer, and finally, dialysis occurred in response to PBS buffer. After SDS-PAGE, the chimeric protein was observed on the polyacrylamide gel.
Western Blot Analysis
Western blotting using polyclonal antibody anti histidine was used to confirm the expression of the recombinant protein.
Results
Engineering of a Chimeric Gene
The sequences of the CD166 and CD326 were obtained from NCBI and used to create a chimeric gene. The sequence of the CD166 V 1 -domain and two extracellular epitopes of CD326 were used to design a chimeric construct. These three fragments were linked together by a general linker (EAAAK). This linker was used to separate and provide stability to all three domains. To purify the recombinant protein, 6xHis-tag was added at the C-terminal of the gene. Thus, a chimeric gene with 759 nucleotides and protein-coding with a length of 253 amino acids was engineered ( Figure 2 ).
Antigenicity and Allergenicity Evaluation
To predict the allergenicity of the chimeric protein, we submitted the sequence to the ALGPred and SDAP database and found that the chimeric protein is non-allergen.
The Secondary and Tertiary Structure of the Engineered Chimeric Protein
The PORTER and SOPMA online web-based servers predicted the secondary structure of the chimeric protein. This structure consists of 252 amino acids that are made up of an alpha helix (43.25%) and random coil (40.48%) ( Figure 3 ). The tertiary structure of the chimeric protein was prepared by operating homology modeling. The template for homology modeling was attained by pBLAST against the PDB database. Two templates were obtained, such as 5A2F "A" (1-127) and 4MZV "A" (121-246) with identities of 74.63% and 72.73%, respectively. Considering both the templates, advanced modeling was carried out using both the templates to build a full-length model of a chimeric protein ( Figure 4 ).
Evaluation of Model Stability
The modeled tertiary structure of the chimeric protein contained 74.8% residue in the core region, 16.4% in the allowed region, 8.8% residue in the generously permitted region, and 0.4% residue in the disallowed region in the Ramachandran plot, suggesting that the protein is predicted to be stable. The percentage of the residue was 74.8% in the favored region (core beta), 16.4% in the allowed (core-alpha), and 8.8% in the outlier (core lefthanded alpha). The backbone dihedral angles were termed φ and ψ, which were rationally accurate ( Figure 5 ).
The Engineered Chimeric Protein Is Antigenic and Stable
The chimeric protein was further analyzed for its immunogenicity using an independent alignment server; ie, Vaxijen - Identify Interfering Areas Raptor X software was used to identify the interfering and suppressor regions of the structure in the recombinant protein.
In terms of the amino acid sequence, this software predicts that the interfering areas in the correct folding accounts only for 2% of the total amino acids. The results of this assessment are shown in Figure 6 .
The Chimeric Protein Possesses B Cell Epitopes
Since the B cell epitope has a critical role in antibody recognition, we evaluated the predicted tertiary configuration of the chimeric protein for the presence of continuous and discontinuous B cell epitopes using the EliPro server. The results indicate that the chimeric protein contains both continuous B cell epitopes (Table 1A ) and discontinuous epitopes (Table 1B) .
The Chimeric Protein Possesses CTL Cell Epitope with a Specific MHC-I Restriction Element
The CTLpred server was used for predicting the cytotoxic T cell epitopes. The score predicted by the CTLpred is based on the specificity and sensitivity of the interaction between CTL and MHC I. Three epitopes were predicted by the CTLpred with the peptide scores of 1, 0.99, and 0.99 ( Table 2 ). The binding affinity of the CTL epitope and MHCI molecule were verified using the NetMHC server. Finally, we selected the highest-scoring peptide and MHC showing the highest binding affinity for further analysis.
The CTL Epitope Forms a Stable Complex with MHC1
The docking based on the minimum energy of the peptide and MHC 1 analysis with the HPEPDOCK showed the 10 best docking scores. We selected peptide number 2, which has a docking score of −209.839 (Table 3 , Figure 7A ). Furthermore, we used the Galaxy Webserver for confirming the output of the HPEPDOCK server. The result of the galaxy showed us that peptide number 2 has the best interaction with MHC 1 ( Table 3 , Figure 7B ).
In the RMSD analysis, the protein produced more oscillating properties over 100 ns than when the peptide was set up with MHC1 binding. During the simulation, the average RMSD for the protein is more than the average RMSD for the complex of peptide-MHC1. This graph shows that the MHC1 connecting to the protein occurs after the primary modifications. Moreover, the stable RMSD and roughly constant fluctuation were stimulated in 100 ns (Figure 8 ).
Due to the presence of the B-sheet receptor, relatively high stability was observed when the MHC1 was connected to the receptor during the duration of the simulation. In the graph of C-alpha root-mean-square fluctuation (RMSF) based on residues, the position of every amino acid residue is shown. It is observed that the RMSF value is in accordance with the RMSD graph and the RMSF of the protein is more than the RMSF of the peptide-MHC1 complex. Moreover, the residue range of RMSF for the peptide and the MHC1 complex is much higher than the natural state of the residues (Figure 9 ).
In the SASA analysis, it was found that the solventaccessible surface area for the peptide is significantly less than the peptid-MHC1 complex. This graph shows that the Figure 6 The prediction of interfering regions in protein structure and 25 (9%) positions predicted as disordered. 
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protein has been cracked connecting to MHC1, and the SASA is higher than the protein alone. Therefore, after MHC1 coupling, we observe that the surface of the receptor structure expands ( Figure 10 ). Rg is utilized to compute the compactness and stability of the protein. This parameter is sensitive to the degree of folding/unfolding of the protein. Rg is shown as:
From the gyration graph, it is seen that the SASA results are verified. Moreover, an increase in the radius of gyration for the peptide and the MHC1 complex is observed with an average of about 1.7 nm if the average gyration of the peptide alone is 1.2 nm (Figure 11 ).
The Codon-Optimized Engineered Gene Is Stable
The chimeric gene was assembled based on the E. coli codon optimization. The codon practice was biased for E. coli (BL21) by increasing the codon adaptation index (CAI) from 0.42 to 0.96. When CAI is zero, it means that all of the synonym codons have been used to a degree in one gene, and the value of one equals the maximum of the codon inclination rate. In this case, only the optimal codons are used. Consequently, it represents a more permanent expression of a gene, determining the level of its expression. Given this parameter, CAI of 1 is the best possible expression, more than 0.8 is a good state of expression, and 0.6 has an average expressive state (Figure 12 ). In addition, the frequency of optimal codon (FOP) was improved from 42 to 78 in by optimizing the gene sequence. The FOP of the optimum represents the exact expression of the codons encoding amino acids. It means that given the degree of changes that can occur throughout the sequence, for a particular amino acid, the codon at the host can have the highest expression efficiency. The percentage distribution of codons in computed codon DovePress quality groups. The value of 100 is set for the codon with the highest usage frequency for a given amino acid in the desired expression organism (Figure 13 ). In the optimized sequence, the CG content changed from 42.69% to 57.06%. The ideal percentage range of GC content is between 30-70%. Peaks of % GC content in a 60 bp window have been removed (Figure 14) . In Figure 15 , the nucleotide sequences of the original and optimized nucleotide sequences are compared peer to peer. The Mfold Web-based server (mfold.rna.albany.edu) was used to examine the mRNA secondary structure of the chimeric gene before and after codon usage. The results of the RNAfold and GeneBee (www.genebee.msu.su/ services/rna2_reduced.html) were established by the CentroidFold webserver. As can be seen, the mRNA was steady enough for effective translation in the prokaryotic host. 32 The "Mfold" server was used to evaluate the original and optimized sequences of the minimum free energy for 33 structures of chimeric mRNA. The calculations showed that the ΔG of the best-predicted structure regarding the optimized assembly and the original one was −261.70 kcal/mol and −196.6 kcal/ mol, respectively. The primary nucleotides at 5ʹ did not possess a long stable hairpin or pseudoknot. Thus, the attachment of the ribosomes to the translation initiation site and the resulting translation procedure is achieved in the target host. The data gained in the "RNAfold" webserver match the results (Figure 16 ). According to the energy dot plot, the minimum energy of the original ( Figure 17) is less than the optimized (Figure 18 ) prediction of the mRNA secondary structure of the chimeric protein.
Cloning and Expression of the Engineered Protein
The synthesized recombinant gene with a size of 759 bp was placed between two NcoI and XhoI restriction enzyme sites and cloned into the vector of pBSK (Figure 19) .
The recombinant gene that was synthesized by transformed pBSK (+) was amplified into E. coli top10. It was digested and subcloned into the pET-28a expression vector successfully (Figure 20) .
In the next step, the recombinant vector (pET-28a + gene) was transfected into E. coli BL21 (DE3). We verified the accuracy of transformation by double digestion of the plasmid with the NcoI and XhoI enzymes ( Figure 21 ). Figure 16 The analysis of mRNA stability and start codon in the structure.
The recombinant colonies were chosen and cultured in an LB medium and induced by IPTG. The SDS-PAGE technique was applied to investigate the expression of the recombinant protein. Given that the molecular weight of the recombinant protein is 27 kDa, 15% SDS-PAGE gel was utilized (Figure 22 ).
Purification and Expression of the Chimeric Protein
As the protein of choice was expressed with a histidine sequence, the Ni-NTA column was used for the chimeric protein purification. The chimeric protein was suspended in a buffer containing 300 mM imidazole. After SDS-PAGE, the chimeric protein was observed on the polyacrylamide gel (Figure 23 ). Due to the presence of the 6-histidine sequence at the amino end of the recombinant protein, Western blot analysis was performed using a polyclonal anti-histidine antibody to confirm the expression. In addition, the 27-kDa band of the chimeric protein was observed upon detection with diaminobenzidine substrate (DAB) (Figure 24 ).
Discussion
Chemotherapy and radiation therapy are developed for the treatment of cancer. However, these methods often cause undesirable side effects. Currently, antibody-based targeted therapy is widely used against tumor antigens for treating patients with cancer.
The bioinformatics approaches can lead to a significant reduction in time, expense, and failure in experimental attempts. However, bioinformatics predictions may not Figure 18 The energy dot plot for the optimized chimeric mRNA, the optimal energy is −261.7 kcal/mol. DovePress always be in concordance with experimental results. In this regard, with the advancement of software and continuous information regarding the relationship between the structure and function of the protein, they could play a crucial responsibility in vaccine design, development of a protein suitable for antigen preparation used in immunoassay, structural studies, drug-protein, and protein-protein interaction analysis. CD326 was first identified in 1979 as an antigen that induces the production of specific antibodies in mice immunized with human CRC cells. 33 The adhesive function and intercellular binding property of the CD326 were recently discovered; however, the potential signaling role of this molecule in cancer has just been considered. Immunohistochemical studies have shown that the CD326 gene is highly expressed in malignant epithelial tumors such as CRC. This increase in expression at various stages of cancer development has made the CD326 protein one of the molecular markers for the target therapeutic options for patients with CRC. 6 The association of the CD326 protein with proliferation, adhesion, tissue consolidation, stimulation of tumor growth, and metastasis also led to the selection of this protein as a marker for cancer treatment. Recent studies have shown that CD166 is frequently upregulated in CRC. Hence, underscoring the importance of CD166 in tumor progression in this disease 34 has made CD166 a new independent prognostic marker. The low expression of CD326 and CD166 in healthy cells compared with tumor cells in CRC is one of the reasons why the effects of CD326 35 and CD166-based therapies are unlikely to have any side effects. 36 In addition, the CD326 protein appears in the natural tissues as a complex on the cell surface and CD9, CD44, and Claudine-7 surrounding it. While the CD326 protein in the tumor cell appears abundantly on the surface of the tumor cell, 37 the anti-chimeric protein antibodies can more likely be attached to healthy cells at low levels. Wiiger et al characterized a novel fully human scFv antibody (scFv anti-CD166 antibody) recognizing CD166 on cancer cells and in tumor tissues that reduce cancer cell invasion and tumor growth. 38 In current years, widespread efforts have been made to produce antibodies against the CD326 protein. The first monoclonal antibody used against CD326 was Eredrelomab, also known as Panorex. In this study, patients who received Edrecolomab had a significant reduction in tumor recurrence and death rates. The concept of tumor-initiating cells (TICs) or cancer stem cells (CSCs) has been extended more recently to solid tumors treatment, although it was previously well known in several hematologic cancers. This concept suggests that a tiny subpopulation of cells (CSCs) keeps cancer tissues active by sustaining phenotypically distinct cancer cells. The unique characteristics of these cells enable self-renew and generate progeny cells that lead to cellular heterogeneity of the tumor. So, this model may explain why many modern therapeutic methodologies eventually cause disease relapse. Adhesion molecules might be in tumor cellendothelial cell adhesion, tumor cell-matrix adhesion, or tumor cell adhesion; all these adhesions are necessary at various times during primary tumor formation or metastasis. The focus of this study is on CD166 and CD326, which have been introduced as CRC stem cell markers at various stages of development and recognized as a potential therapeutic and attunement target for CRC. The design of the chimeric antigen of the CD166 protein V domain and the immunogenic epitope of the membrane protein CD326, bioinformatics analysis, cloning, and ultimately the desired protein suggests that the results of this study can improve the diagnostic methods. This improvement can lead to producing diagnostic kits for early diagnosis of pre-malignant CRC cells and producing a promising vaccine for this cancer.
Prior to the construction of recombinant protein vaccines, as opposed to CRC for clinical function, extensive testing is necessary. Recombinant protein vaccines must be harmless, stable in various conditions, have high immunogenicity, and high specificity in addition to affordable production. In this regard, it is recommended considering the current developments in the subject of vaccine advancement using bioinformatics, immune-informatic tactics and biophysics software. Thus, herein, we made a chimeric protein, including the V1-domain of the CD166 and two epitopes of CD326 with a proper linker (EAAAK) in between. In this way, we fabricated a multi-epitope vaccine with 490 residues in length. We eliminated the instability elements, restriction sites, and every cis-acting site from the construct, which considerably interfered with the cloning.
In silico studies approved active transcription and translation, in addition to the quality expression of the proposed construction in host expression vectors. In quantitative terms, the codons tend to be measured using the Codon Adaptation Index (CAI), which varies between 0 and 1. When the index is equal to 0, it means that all synonymous codons are used to the same extent in the same gene, and a value equal to 1 means the maximum codon affinity, in which only the optimal codons are used. Therefore, it will represent a more constant and permanent expression of a gene and thus determines its expression level. In our gene, the CAI index has increased from 0.42 in the wild type sequences to 0.96 in the chimeric optimized gene. Moreover, the overall GC content declined from 42.69 to 57.06%, which should increase the overall stability of mRNA from the synthetic gene. Also, we added the required restriction enzyme sites to the ends of the designate gene for future assays. Codon optimization ensured that the synthetic construct expressed well in the wanted host vector.
The mRNA secondary configuration is an important factor in the expression of proteins. The outcomes from mRNA prediction by the Mfold server revealed that the mRNA had enough stability to translate in the host effectively. Subsequently, higher stability brings about a higher expression rate. The mRNA structure was adjusted based on low ΔG and energy of the start codon. This character might help ribosome binding and translation initiation. To predict the RNA secondary structure, a genetic algorithm-based RNA secondary structure prediction was merged with comparative sequence analysis to determine the potential folding of the chimeric gene. We also predicted the minimum free energy for the secondary structure of RNA molecules. The program mfold was applied to investigate the mRNA secondary structure of the chimeric gene. The finest structure had ΔG = −261.70 kcal/mol and −196.6
Kcal/mol. The data displayed that the mRNA was stable enough for efficient translation in the novel host. The ProtParam software was used to analyze the physio-chemical parameters. Similarly, ExPASy ProtParam categorizes the chimeric protein as a steady protein with an instability index of 31.61.
The analysis of every continuous and discontinuous B-cell epitope demonstrated that the epitopes found on the surface of the protein might interact easily with antibodies, and they were commonly adaptable.
However, overall, the computational methodologies are vital stages and instruments for assessing the vaccines earlier than starting the experimental analysis. The assembled vaccine that utilizes the mentioned immuneinformatics techniques must be experimentally estimated to simplify efficiency and have the achievement of the ultimate fabricated vaccine. Hence, to bring our research on epitope-based vaccine advancement against leptospirosis to an end, in vivo experimental studies can be suggested for measuring the various chemical and physical aspects of this chimeric protein.
Conclusion
In this study, we designed a novel chimeric vaccine for cancer immunotherapy. Multiple different approaches have been used to activate the immune system against CRC.
Here we have evaluated the ability of chimeric protein composing of V1-domain of the CD166 and epitopes of CD326 as a new antitumor candidate. Since it was important to establish the structure-function relation of chimeric protein before starting experimental studies, the chimeric protein has analyzed by various tools and softwares.
Our data showed that the possibility of successful production of a large chimeric protein composing of V1-domain of the CD166 and epitopes of CD326 in the prokaryotic host. In addition, our data signify that the V 1 -domain of the CD166 and epitopes of CD326 of the synthetic chimeric protein could induce both T-cell and B-cell-mediated immune responses. These findings will intensify efforts to develop a vaccine against CRC and may also suggest this synthetic chimeric protein could help to diagnosis of CRC. Thus, the chimeric protein can possibly be utilized to produce CRC diagnostic kits based on the ELISA technique and develop a protective vaccine against CRC. Further studies are required to stablish these notions which are the theme of our future researches.
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